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英文練習 tense-1 (小二適用) 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs. 

 ( 10 marks, 1 mark each) 

 

e.g. He is driving (drive) to school now. 

1. I                    (dance) now. 

2. My sister                    (skip) in the playground now. 

3.                    (do) Tom like milk ? 

4. When                    your father                    (have) 

dinner ? 

5. He                    (greet) his teacher every day. 

6. Does he                    (like) soup ? 

7. What                    you                    (eat) now ? 

8. Every Monday, Mary                    (read) in the library. 

9. Why                    Mary                    (cry) now ? 

10. Where                    he                    (go) every 

afternoon ? 

 

P.1 
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Underline the wrong verb in each sentence and write the correct 

answer on the line.  

If the sentence is correct, put a ‘’. (8 marks, 2 marks each) 

e.g. She go to school every day.    goes    

e.g. She goes to school every day.           

1. My baby cry every morning.            

2. Birds fly in the sky.            

3. She is wash the dishes now.            

4. They is playing in the playground now.            

 

P.2 

 

End  
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英文練習 tense-1 (小二適用)-答案 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs. 

 ( 10 marks, 1 mark each) 

 

e.g. He is driving (drive) to school now. 

1. I am dancing (dance) now. 

2. My sister is skipping (skip) in the playground now. 

3. Does (do) Tom like milk ? 

4. When does your father have (have) dinner ? 

5. He greets (greet) his teacher every day. 

6. Does he like (like) soup ? 

7. What are you eating (eat) now ? 

8. Every Monday, Mary reads (read) in the library. 

9. Why is Mary crying (cry) now ? 

10. Where does he go (go) every afternoon ? 

 

Underline the wrong verb in each sentence and write the correct answer on the line.  

If the sentence is correct, put a ‘’.( 8 marks, 2 marks each) 

e.g. She go to school every day.    goes    

e.g. She goes to school every day.           

1. My baby cry every morning.    cries    

2. Birds fly in the sky.           

3. She is wash the dishes now.   washing   

4. They is playing in the playground now.     are     

 

 

 

End  


